License Assisted Access (LAA) LTE (LAA-LTE) is a new type of LTE that aggregates the licensed LTE bands with the unlicensed bands via carrier aggregation. To operate in unlicensed bands, LAA-LTE adopts the listen-before-talk policy and designs its channel access mechanism similar to WLAN's DCF. This paper considers an LAA-LTE eNB coexisting with asymmetric hidden Wi-Fi APs where the eNB can detect the APs while the APs cannot, which is caused by the asymmetric CCA thresholds. The behavior of such a network is modeled by a joint Markov chain (MC), using which steady-state probabilities, throughput, and channel access delay are derived analytically. An extensive evaluation confirms that the proposed analysis correctly models the dynamics of LAA-WLAN coexistence, and identifies important design guidelines for fair coexistence as follows. First, LAA-LTE should enable channel access priority class 4 to exploit its large contention window (CW). Second, LAA-LTE should re-design its CW doubling policy to restore the balance between LAA-LTE and WLAN in throughput and channel access delay. Third, to protect Wi-Fi, the maximum CW stage should be used more times by increasing the retry count.
INTRODUCTION
L ICENSE Assisted Access (LAA) LTE (LAA-LTE) is a new type of LTE proposed by the 3GPP, aiming at improving mobile quality of service (QoS) by increasing the network capacity. Capacity enhancement is key to mobile QoS since the mobile traffic demand is sharply increasing and expected to become 8.2 times larger in 2020 than what it was in 2015 [1] . To cope with the trend, the 3GPP has been improving its features related to QoS in its recent releases [2] , and LAA-LTE tries to address this by combining the U-NII (Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure) bands at 5 GHz with LTE's licensed bands via the carrier aggregation (CA) functionality.
LAA-LTE introduces new features to realize its operation in the unlicensed bands. For coexistence with legacy WLAN, LAA-LTE adopts the Listen Before Talk (LBT) policy [3] along with Clear Channel Assessment (CCA), and designs its MAC mechanism similar to WLAN's Distributed Coordination Function (DCF). Through adoption of LBT and DCF, LAA-LTE promotes more compatible and fair channel access with WLAN. To better protect Wi-Fi devices, LAA-LTE also implements Discontinuous Transmission that limits LAA-LTE's transmission duration by the Maximum Channel Occupancy Time (MCOT), which can be up to 8 milliseconds.
Compared to the conventional LTE, LAA-LTE faces new challenges in QoS provisioning because of its DCF-like channel access and Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) mechanisms. Specifically, LAA-LTE should consider the random nature of how it utilizes spectrum, e.g., its interframe interval is inherently random and hard to predict whereas the conventional LTE has consecutive frames. As a result, LAA-LTE should experience intermittent transmissions thus leading to time-varying network capacity.
Moreover, the LAA network is also confronted with a new phenomenon called asymmetric hidden terminals, which is caused by the asymmetry in setting the CCA threshold between LAA-LTE and WLAN. In the coexistence scenario, both should perform energy detection due to the difference in their physical layer schemes. Specifically, Wi-Fi STAs perform the energy detection for undecodable signals with the threshold of À62 dBm [4] , while LAA-LTE does with the threshold of À72 dBm [3] . 1 As a result, when a Wi-Fi STA observes received signal strength (RSS) of LAA-LTE's signal less than -62 dBm, the STA believes that the channel is unoccupied; LAA-LTE, however, can detect the STA's signal and thus defers channel access. This means that LAA-LTE can be hidden from Wi-Fi while the inverse is not true, and thus LAA-LTE may experience long delay in channel access.
Therefore, it becomes critical to provide a new analytical model that can accurately predict the behavior of LAA-LTE coexisting with WLAN. The classical methods developed for WLAN's hidden terminal problem [5] , [6] , [7] 1. According to [3] , the largest CCA threshold value that LAA-LTE is allowed to use is À72 dBm when it utilizes 20 MHz bandwidth with transmit power of 23 dBm. not applicable to the LAA scenario since they only considered symmetric hidden nodes which do not see each other's behavior. Although a number of works have recently proposed analytical models that consider asymmetric hidden nodes [8] , [9] , [10] , none of them established a mathematical framework considering the DCF-nature of LAA-LTE.
This paper tries to propose a novel analytical framework for the network dynamics of LAA-WLAN coexistence, by taking LAA-LTE's unique features into account and modeling various performance metrics like throughput and channel access delay. The contribution of this work is three-fold. First, we modeled the LAA system as a joint Markov chain consisting of individual MCs of LAA-LTE and WLANs, and have shown how they depend on each other. Second, we derived two performance metrics of LAA-LTE and WLAN, i.e., average throughput and channel access delay, through which achievable QoS in coexistence can be correctly understood. We also derived various system parameters related to such metrics, including transmit probabilities, busy probabilities, and per-packet and per-subframe collision probabilities. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first attempt to analyze subframe-dependent collision probabilities. Finally, we confirmed the efficacy of the model through an extensive evaluation, and identified important design guidelines to promote fair coexistence between LAA-LTE and WLAN as summarized as follows.
We found that the fairness in channel sharing strongly depends on which priority class is utilized, which subframe is chosen for the contention window doubling policy, and which value of K, the number of consecutive uses of the maximum CW, is selected. In this regard, we recommend LAA-LTE should consider various subframes in its CW doubling policy which currently takes account of the collisions in the first subframe only. In addition, LAA-LTE should also consider using channel access priority class 4 which currently is not available, and carefully adjust the value of K. There exists a tradeoff between throughput and channel access delay. For fairness in throughput, channel access priority class 4 should be enabled; for LAA-LTE to reduce its delay, channel access priority class 3 is more beneficial. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related works, and Section 3 introduces our system model. Section 4 analyzes the proposed joint MC (JMC) model and derives the throughput and delay of LAA-LTE and WLAN. Section 5 investigates the accuracy of the model and presents the impact of asymmetric hidden nodes, via numerical evaluation, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Due to its resemblance to WLAN, modeling LAA-LTE is highly relevant to WLAN's analytical frameworks. Since the seminal work by Bianchi regarding saturated throughput [11] , more general frameworks have been proposed such as the delay analysis in [12] and the nonsaturated throughput analysis in [13] . However, these works assumed a fully connected network thus ignoring the impact of hidden nodes. Regarding the hidden terminal problem in WLAN, Ekici et al. [5] and Hung et al. [6] introduced a modified Bianchi model, whereas Tsertou et al. [7] proposed a new analytic framework.
However, these works assumed homogeneous packet lengths, which is inappropriate for the LAA network since MCOT may differ from Wi-Fi's packet duration. Moreover, they cannot model the collision-burst phenomenon caused by a Wi-Fi STA transmitting multiple times during an MCOT. In addition, their models can only deal with symmetric hidden nodes, i.e., neither node A nor node B can detect each other.
Recently, a number of researchers have proposed analytic models for the performance analysis of LTE operating in the unlicensed bands [8] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . Song et al. [14] and Chen et al. [15] proposed MCbased mathematical frameworks, where [14] assumed a fully connected network and a fixed contention window for LAA-LTE while Chen et al. [15] did not adopt LAA-LTE's backoff procedure. There also exist non-MC analytic models [16] , [17] , [18] , but their approaches are limited to a fully connected network.
Among the few that considered asymmetric hidden nodes, Jeon et al. [8] , Bhorkar et al. [9] , and Sadek et al. [19] ignored the binary exponential backoff feature of LAA-LTE. In addition, Mvulla et al. [10] focused only on the coexistence between IEEE 802.11ax and the legacy WLAN, which cannot directly be applied to LAA-WLAN coexistence since it didn't consider several key features of LAA-LTE such as the doubling policy and the consecutive use of maximum contention window as described in Section 3 as well as the collision-burst phenomenon described in Section 2.
There had been some proposals making an LAA-LTE transmitter embed the Wi-Fi preamble before its transmission to help Wi-Fi recognize the presence of LTE [20] , [21] , [22] . The 3GPP, however, decided not to adopt such approaches since it is against the principle of technology neutrality [3] , [23] , i.e., it is not fair for LTE to implement Wi-Fi-specific techniques while not treating other types of contending technologies (e.g., Bluetooth, Zigbee) in the same way. In the same vein, the 3GPP would not accept the idea of making an LAA-LTE transmitter implement RTS-CTS handshaking of WLAN since it is also a Wi-Fi-specific mechanism.
In summary, to correctly understand the network dynamics in LAA-WLAN coexistence, it is necessary to develop a new analytic framework that can capture the behavior of asymmetric hidden terminals via modeling binary exponential backoff of LAA-LTE and the differences between LAA-LTE and Wi-Fi.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an LAA network that consists of an LAA-LTE eNB (henceforth referred to as 'L node'), multiple UEs paired with the eNB, and multiple WLANs each consisting of a Wi-Fi AP (henceforth referred to as 'H node') and several Wi-Fi STAs paired with the AP, all operating in the same unlicensed band. We assume that there is no other overlapping LAA networks considering that mobile network operators would deploy LAA eNBs at strategically chosen locations for its capacity enhancement and peaceful coexistence with WLAN, especially at the early stage of LAA commercialization. Fig. 1 illustrates the asymmetry between the L node and an H node, where the dotted line marked with À62 dBm indicates the signal footprint where the received signal strength of the eNB's transmission becomes À62 dBm, and the dotted line marked with À72 dBm represents the edge of energy detection range by the eNB. Since an H node is located beyond the À62 dBm line but within L node's energy detection range, the H node cannot detect L node's signal whereas the L node can detect the H node. Henceforth, the area beyond the À62 dBm line but within the À72 dBm line is called the 'asymmetric hidden area'. In Section 3.1, we will discuss how often the asymmetry would be encountered in real LAA deployment.
In fact, it is possible that there exist some Wi-Fi nodes within the À62 dBm line or beyond the À72 dBm line, where the former and the eNB are exposed terminals to each other, and the latter and the eNB are classical symmetric hidden terminals to each other. As mentioned in Section 2, there exist numerous work on the impact of symmetric hidden terminals and exposed terminals in WLANs, whereas very little is known regarding asymmetric hidden terminals. Hence, this paper focuses on the effect of asymmetric hidden terminals by assuming multiple H nodes all residing between the À62 dBm line and the À72 dBm line. Note that extension to the scenario where the eNB coexists with three types of Wi-Fi APs, i.e., exposed, asymmetric hidden, and symmetric hidden, is our future work.
The model focuses only on downlink traffic ignoring uplink, which can effectively reflect the reality since the downlink traffic is expected to become 8 times heavier in 2020 than the uplink traffic [24] . Additionally, it is assumed that the L node and H nodes have saturated traffic, and the small scale fading are not considered as in [5] , [7] , [11] , [13] , [25] . 2 Moreover, we assume that if the eNB and an AP concurrently transmit, they are in collision, i.e., the capture effect is negligible. The validity of the assumption will be discussed in Section 3.2.
Once the L node starts transmission, it occupies the channel for one frame that is consisting of multiple subframes where each subframe lasts for 1 millisecond. The number of subframes in a frame is determined by T MCOT , the duration of the MCOT, and the subframes are indexed as 1; 2; . . .. On the other hand, an H node's packet duration is assumed to be geometrically distributed with p o ¼ 1=T WiFi being the probability that the transmission is complete in the current slot and T WiFi being the average packet length (in slots), which has been shown effective in modeling WLAN's traffic with mathematical tractability [25] .
The 3GPP has defined four priority classes in channel access [3] , as shown in Table 1 . Each class differently sets CW L min , CW L max , T MCOT where the first two parameters are related to LAA-LTE's DCF, and a smaller-indexed class implies higher priority. In classes 3 and 4, T MCOT ¼ 10 ms if the absence of WLAN can be guaranteed on a long term basis [3] , and T MCOT ¼ 8 ms otherwise. In this work, we assume that the L node has priority class 3 traffic only, assuming the lowest-priority traffic. 3 Although we should set CW L max ¼ 64,
we consider two variations of CW L max , 64 and 1024, to show the impact of CW L max on the performance and to suggest a more desirable value of CW L max . In addition, we should set T MCOT ¼ 8 ms due to the LAA-WLAN coexistence.
Since LAA-LTE adopts DCF-like channel access, the L node initially sets its CW as CW L min and doubles it up to CW L max at every collision. In addition, the CW is initialized to CW L min at successful transmission or at K consecutive uses of CW L max after CW L max is reached. The value of K can be selected by the eNB from the set f1; 2; . . . ; 8g [3] , contrary to Wi-Fi where it is fixed.
In addition, there exists another difference in how the L node determines whether an MCOT period is in collision or successful. In this regard, the 3GPP introduces a ratio-based rule (henceforth referred to as the Ratio-rule) in LTE Rel.14 [3] , which is designed based on LTE's HARQ mechanism. 4 In the Ratio-rule, the ratio of the number of NACKs to the number of all HARQ feedbacks (i.e., ACKs and NACKs) is computed for the reference subframe (RSF) of an MCOT, and the CW is doubled at the completion of the MCOT if the thus-measured ratio is larger than the threshold. Otherwise, the MCOT is regarded as successful. In [3] , the first subframe is chosen as the reference subframe.
For CW L max ¼ 64, we consider four variations of K such as 1, 2, 4, and 8 to show the impact of K. When CW L max ¼ 1024 is used, we only consider K ¼ 1, in which backoff procedure of LTE becomes equal to that of Wi-Fi. In addition, we assume that if an H node's transmission (at least partially) overlaps with the reference subframe of the L node, the subframe is in collision and the CW doubles after the MCOT. Although the collision between a subframe and a Wi-Fi packet also depends on how much overlap they have in time and which forward error correction (FEC) techniques are used by the two technologies, its effect is left as our future work; we expect, however, the effect might not be significant since the subframe length of 1 ms is relatively long enough compared to how much overlap FEC can overcome. Although the reference subframe should be the first subframe according to [3] , we have set it as either the first or the last eligible subframe to show the impact of the chosen reference subframe. Note that the last eligible subframe means the last subframe for which we can obtain the HARQ feedback considering the delay of 4 milliseconds (i.e., 4 subframes) to receive the feedback. Therefore, we set the reference subframe as subframe 1 or 4.
We assume that time is slotted with the slot duration T sl ¼ 9 ms as proposed by the 3GPP [3] . Note that T sl ¼ 9 ms is commonly applied to LAA-LTE and WLAN. Table 2 summarizes the notations used frequently throughout the paper. It should be noted, however, that the proposed analytical framework can be applied to any fading scenarios by only updating the number of H nodes accordingly.
3. In Rel.14 [26] , channel access priority class 4 is defined but not yet allowed to use. Hence, the lowest-priority traffic is mapped to priority class 3.
4. We assume that HARQ feedbacks are transmitted through the LTE licensed bands by the help of CA, since they are control packets.
How Often Would the Asymmetry Be
Encountered?
To ascertain if such asymmetry would be commonly encountered in real LAA deployment, we investigate the ratio of the asymmetric hidden area to the eNB's service area and reveal that the ratio could be quite high. To do so, we consider an indoor LAA scenario with a 68.5 m-by-68.5 m square floor plan (which becomes the service region) that corresponds to the average area of large commercial buildings in Korea, and assume an eNB is located at the center of the region. In addition, we consider the ITU InH pathloss model [27] , eNB's transmit power of 23 dBm [28] , and UE's minimum receiver sensitivity of À90 dBm. 5 According to the model, the indoor service region gets fully enclosed by the eNB's coverage, 6 and the distance between the eNB and the À62 dBm line in Fig. 1 becomes 17 meters while the distance between the eNB and the À72 dBm line becomes 37 meters. Then, we calculate the area of intersection between the service region and the donutlike region between the À62 dBm and À72 dBm lines, and divide it by the service area to obtain 0.68. This implies that the asymmetric hidden area occupies 68 percent of the eNB's service area and thus there can be numerous asymmetric hidden Wi-Fi nodes around the eNB. Therefore, the asymmetry issue is indeed an inevitable problem in LAA-WLAN coexistence.
Why is the Capture Effect Negligible?
To show the validity of the assumption that the capture effect is negligible, we investigate the ratio of the communicatable area of the eNB (or the AP) to the coverage area, where the communicatable area of the eNB (or the AP) is defined as the area within the coverage where the SINR of a UE (or a STA) is larger than the minimum SNR required for the lowest modulation and coding scheme (MCS) in the standard. In other words, a UE (or a STA) within its communicatable area can retain reliable communication even if the eNB and the AP transmit concurrently. To derive the area, we have utilized the ITU InH pathloss model with the transmit power of 23 dBm for both the eNB and the AP, and considered the receiver sensitivity of À90 dBm for a UE [29] and À82 dBm for a STA [30] .
In addition, we calculate the average per-UE (or per-STA) downlink throughput within the communicatable area of the eNB (or the AP), denoted by S UE (or S STA ), in the following two scenarios. In Scenario 1, only one of the eNB and the AP transmits, whereas in Scenario 2 both of them transmit concurrently. Such comparison shows how much S UE (or S STA ) is degraded by the interference from the AP (or the eNB). We deployed UEs (or STAs) according to the Poisson point process (PPP), let the eNB (or the AP) send a 1500-byte packet to each UE (or STA) in a round-robin fashion, and assumed that a UE (or a STA) receives the packet at the highest data rate allowed by its SINR [30] , [31] . Table 3 shows the ratio of the communicatable area to the coverage area from the perspective of the eNB and the AP, with the eNB-AP distance varying as 17, 24, 31, and 37 meters. 7 In Table 3 , we can notice that the communicatable area occupies a very small portion of the coverage, implying that both UEs and STAs are exposed to collision in most parts of the coverage. Fig. 2 presents S UE and S STA with varying intensity of UE and STA when the eNB-AP distance is 37 meters. As seen, S UE (or S STA ) in Scenario 2 are severely degraded due to the interference from the AP (or the eNB), specifically about 94% (or 87%) smaller than Scenario 1 which is almost steady regardless of intensity. Therefore, even though the capture effect might help UEs (or STAs) within the communicatable area to overcome collision, they still should undergo severe performance degradation. Note that the eNB-AP distance smaller than 37 meters would make S UE and S STA further degraded due to the stronger interference between the eNB and the AP.
In summary, Table 3 and Fig. 2 confirm that neither LAA nor Wi-Fi can maintain reliable and effective downlink communication to the intended receivers if they transmit concurrently.
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Let the state of the LAA system at slot t be denoted by
where L t is the state of the L node, H i t is the state of the ith H node (henceforth referred to as 6. The eNB's coverage is determined by the minimum receiver sensitivity of UE.
7. The chosen eNB-AP distances correspond to the case when the AP is in the asymmetric hidden area.
'H i node'), and n H is the number of H nodes. Each node will be modeled with its own MC, where the MC of the L node has S L as its state space and the MCs of all H nodes have the same state space S H . Note that the detailed description on the two MCs (including the definition of S L and S H ) will be provided in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively.
Our analysis makes the following three assumptions:
A1. Similar to Bianchi's work [11] , the MCs of all H nodes are independent of each other given a state of the L node's MC, since H nodes can detect each other and the L node equally affects all the H nodes. (1) where the last equality holds by A2 and A3. By the law of total probability and A1,
From Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain
which completes the proof.
where 8h 2 S H and 8l 2 S L . Therefore, the steady-state probability of the JMC can be obtained by using the steadystate probability of an H node's MC with the steady-state probability of the L node's MC. Hence, we can approximate the original JMC with another JMC (henceforth referred to as 'reduced JMC') consisting of two individual MCs of the L node and an H node for reduced complexity.
For the reduced JMC (RJMC), a state is denoted as
where we set L t as the outer MC, whose transition affects the behavior of the inner MC H t . Unless otherwise specified, H t and h will henceforth imply H 1 t and h 1 , respectively. By using A1, A2, and A3, the transition probability can be derived as follows:
Although it might seem that the effect of other ðn H À 1Þ H nodes has not been considered in PðL tþ1 jL t ; H t Þ and PðH tþ1 jL tþ1 ; L t ; H t Þ, their effects will be reflected in Despite of the mitigated complexity by the RJMC, there still exists high complexity in deriving the stationary distribution of Z t which is proportional to the total number of states jS L j Á jS H j. In the sequel, we first introduce the L node's individual MC and show that jS L j is quite large. To reduce the complexity, we introduce a simplified MC of the L node, and then analyze the RJMC by combining the simplified MC with an H node's MC. 9 The L node complies with DCF for channel access, while its transmission time is fixed as MCOT. To capture this, the transmit stage consists of M states where each state represents a physical slot of WLAN and M is the length of MCOT in slots. 10 Regarding this, state ði; 0 j Þ represents the jth slot in the MCOT when the L node is in stage i. In the MC, p L b is the average-sense probability that the L node senses the channel busy per slot, and p d is the probability that the L node doubles the CW after the completion of an MCOT (due to the collisions experienced during the MCOT).
Markov Chain Analysis of the L Node
If the L node is in a backoff state, the BC is decremented by 1 whenever the channel is sensed idle with probability ð1 À p L b Þ, and stays the same otherwise. That is,
One exception is when L t is the last slot of an MCOT, where the L node determines whether to double its CW or not according to the past collisions by H nodes within the MCOT. As a remedy to this, Section 4.3.6 will introduce an average sense analysis by employing a constant doubling probability per MCOT.
The backoff stage is increased when doubling the CW is triggered, and reset to stage 0 otherwise. In addition, it is reset to 0 in case CW L max is consecutively used K times, i.e., collision occurs again at stage ðm L þ KÞ.
Specifically, for 0 i m L þ K À 1 and 1 k W iþ1 À 1,
and for 0 i m L þ K À 1 and 1 k W 0 À 1,
Each transmit state lasts for a single slot and makes a transition to the next state with probability one. The transition from state ði; 0 j Þ can be derived as P½ði; 0 jþ1 Þjði; 0 j Þ ¼ 1; i 2 ½0; m L þ K; j 2 ½1; M À 1:
Let b i;k and b i;k j be the stationary distributions in the backoff state and in the transmit state, respectively. Then,
Owing to the chain regularities, b i;k can be derived as
By Eqs. (8) and (9), all stationary probabilities can be expressed in terms of b 0;0 1 , p L b , and p d . Then, b 0;0 1 can be derived by using the normalization condition as follows:
By Eqs. (7) and (8), the two terms in the righthand side of Eq. (10) are rewritten as
As a result, b 0;0 1 is determined as Fig. 4 depicts the MC of an H node, whose state space S H is an enumeration of the states shown in the figure. In Fig. 4 , similar to the L node, most of H node's states are denoted by ði; kÞ, where i is the backoff stage and k is the BC with 0 i m þ 1, 0 k W i À 1, and W i ¼ minf2 i ; 2 m gW 0 . In addition, p H c denotes the per-packet collision probability, and p H b denotes the average-sense probability that the channel is sensed busy per-slot, both from the viewpoint of an H node. An H node's MC differs from the L node's MC in the sense that it introduces new states denoted by ði; 0Þ V ; 8i. To better describe the necessity of the new states, we define two types of periods, an MCOT period and an Only Wi-Fi (OW) period, as shown in Fig. 5 . An MCOT period is the duration during which the L node is in transmission, and an OW period is the duration during which the L node is in the backoff stage and only H nodes can be in transmission. Note that an H node can transmit its packets in any of the two periods since it does not see the L node's signal activities due to the asymmetry. Therefore, the transmission of an H node within an OW period is categorized into two cases such as: Case 1: A transmission that starts in an MCOT period and completes in the following OW period, e.g., the packet z in Fig. 5 , which will henceforth be referred to as an 'overlapping packet'. Case 2: A transmission that starts in an OW period and completes in the same OW period. The transmission in Case 1 will end up with collision due to the overlapping period with the MCOT period, whereas the transmission in Case 2 will be successful unless there exist other H nodes starting to transmit concurrently. That is, the two cases experience different collision probabilities, which requires the MC of an H node to distinguish them in its transmission stages. Specifically, the states ði; 0Þ V in Fig. 4 have been introduced to the MC of an H node, to represent overlapping transmissions.
Markov Chain of an H Node
For state ði; 0Þ V , there are two incoming transitions and one outgoing transition. One incoming transition from ði; 0Þ to ði; 0Þ V occurs when the L node switches from an MCOT period to the following OW period during an H node's transmission, whose transition probability is determined as ð1 À p 0 Þ Á 1 A ðL t ; L tþ1 Þ using an indicator function 1 A such as
where S L BO is the set including all the backoff states in the L node's MC. Another incoming transition occurs when the overlapping transmission lasts for another slot with probability 1 À p o . Lastly, the outgoing transition occurs when the overlapping transmission is complete with probability p o .
Joint Markov Chain Analysis
The joint MC is consisting of the L node's MC in Fig. 3 and an H node's MC depicted in Fig. 4 . With T MCOT ¼ 8 ms, T sl ¼ 9 ms, CW L max ¼ 1024, and K ¼ 1, the total number of transmit states in the L node's MC becomes 7,040 and thus jS L j > 10,000. Therefore, it is desirable to reduce jS L j to mitigate the complexity in analyzing the joint MC. To do so, we introduce a simplified MC that selectively groups the states of the L node's MC in Fig. 3 , which is shown in Fig. 6 . Specifically, the transmit states ði; 0 j Þ; 8i in Fig. 3 are combined into the single state j in Fig. 6 , and the backoff states ði; kÞ; 8k in Fig. 3 are combined into the single state ði þ M þ 1Þ in Fig. 6 . Then, the stationary distribution of the simplified MC can be determined by using the stationary distribution of the original MC in Section 4.1.
Unless otherwise specified, L t will henceforth imply the state of the L node's simplified MC at slot t.
Transition Matrix of H t in RJMC
As introduced earlier, the JMC is consisting of the outer MC L t and the inner MC H t . The transition matrix P l;l 0 H of the inner MC is consisting of the transition probabilities P l;l 0 H ðh; h 0 Þ : 
In the asymmetric coexistence, an H node in the backoff stage decreases its BC at every slot when other ðn H À 1Þ H nodes are also in the backoff stage since it does not recognize L node's signal, and a packet is transmitted once the BC hits zero. An H node's transmission, however, has different consequences according to the type of periods it is transmitting in. In an MCOT period, the transmission will always be in collision due to the ongoing transmission by the L node. The overlapping transmission that starts in an MCOT period is also in collision since it partially overlaps with an MCOT period. In an OW period, a transmission of an H node will be in collision when other H nodes concurrently start transmissions. Therefore, we define the collision and busy probabilities of an H node for MCOT and OW periods as follows: for an OW period. To capture the overlapping transmission, 1 A ðL t ; L tþ1 Þ is set to one when L t ¼ M and L tþ1 2 ½M þ 1; Mþ m L þ K þ 1 while it is set to zero for other transitions. Thanks to the concept of the two periods and Eq. (14), we only need to consider three transition matrices for the inner MC as follows:
, and 1 A ðl; l 0 Þ ¼ 0, which is used when l; l 0 2 ½1; M.
Transition Probability of L t in RJMC
According to Eq. (6), the probability PðL tþ1 jL t ; H t Þ is multiplied to the row of the inner MC's transition matrix (i.e., Eq. (15)) that corresponds to H t . This relationship can be expressed by exploiting a diagonal matrix D l;l 0 which consists of D l;l 0 ðhÞ :¼ PðL tþ1 ¼ l 0 jL t ¼ l; H t ¼ hÞ, as shown in Eq. (16). 
The diagonal matrix is determined by considering the following five transition cases of the outer MC, 11 such as Case 1: Transition from a state in the MCOT stage of Fig. 6 to the next state in the MCOT stage, i.e., L t 2 f1; . . . ; M À 1g and L tþ1 ¼ L t þ 1. Case 2: Transition from state M to state 1, i.e., L t ¼ M and L tþ1 ¼ 1. Case 3: Transition from state M to a state in the backoff stage of Fig. 6 , i.e., L t ¼ M and L tþ1 2 fM þ 1 ; . . . ; M þ m L þ K þ 1g. Case 4: Transition from a state in the backoff stage to state 1, i.e., L t 2 fM þ 1; . . . ; M þ m L þ K þ 1g and L tþ1 ¼ 1. Case 5: Transition from a state in the backoff stage to itself, i.e., L t ¼ L tþ1 2 fM þ 1; . . . ; M þ m L þ K þ 1g. Case 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the situation where the L node is in transmission, during which the L node is not affected by the state of H nodes because the L node keeps transmitting during an MCOT period once it has been started. Therefore, all the elements of D l;l 0 have the same value regardless of H t such that D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ P l;l 0 ; 8h where P l;l 0 is a constant for given ðl; l 0 Þ. In Case 4 and 5, transitions are initiated when the L node is in backoff states. Since the operation of the L node such as defer or freeze is affected by the state of an H node, the elements of D l;l 0 should be derived according to H t . In addition, Cases 4 and 5 need to reflect the effect of other ðn H À 1Þ H nodes. By the law of total probability, D l;l 0 ðhÞ :¼ PðL tþ1 ¼ l 0 jL t ¼ l; H t ¼ hÞ can be rewritten as follows:
(17) Therefore, we can consider the behaviors of other ðn H À 1Þ H nodes in deriving D l;l 0 . Then, D l;l 0 is determined as follows. Case 1. In this case, D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ P l;l 0 ; 8h and P l;l 0 ¼ 1 since the transition occurs with probability 1 within an MCOT. Case 2. In this case, D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ P l;l 0 ; 8h and P l;l 0 can be obtained by summing all the possible transitions from ða; 0 M Þ to ðb; 0 1 Þ where a; b 2 ½0; m L þ K in the L node's MC. Therefore,
b M a;0 is the probability that the L node is in backoff stage i at the Mth MCOT slot.
Case 3. In this case, D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ P l;l 0 ; 8h. When switching into state M þ 1 in the backoff stage, P l;l 0 is obtained by summing all the transitions from ði; 0 M Þ to ð0; kÞ, i 2 ½0; m L þ K, k 2 ½1; W 0 À 1, in the L node's MC. When switching into state M þ 1 þ i, i 2 ½1; m L þ K, in the backoff stage, P l;l 0 can be derived by considering all the transitions from ða À 1; 0 M Þ to ða; kÞ, a 2 ½1; m L þ K k 2 ½1; W i À 1, in the L node's MC. Therefore,
where
is the backoff stage corresponding to state l in the L node's MC. Case 4. In this case, l is a state in the backoff stage and l 0 ¼ 1. When an H node is transmitting while the L node is in the backoff stage, the L node should freeze the backoff procedure, i.e., it stays at the backoff stage. Therefore, we have D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ 0 when h corresponds to a state of an H node's transmit stage. On the other hand, when the H node is in its backoff stage, the L node can start transmission (i.e., it switches into state 1) if all other (n H À 1) H nodes are also in their backoff stage, and then the L node's BC becomes zero after decrement. Accordingly, we can obtain D l;l 0 ðhÞ by using Eq. (17). The first term in Eq. (17) is the probability that in state l of the L node's MC, the H node senses the channel idle since h; h 2 ; . . . ; h n H 2 S H BO where S H BO is the set including all the backoff states in the H node's MC. The second term is the probability that the L node's BC becomes zero after decrement, which is the same as the probability that the L node's BC happens to be one at the current state. As a result, D l;l 0 ðhÞ is derived as D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ 
where S H TX is the set including all the transmission states in the H node's MC, and p H;l b is the probability that in state l of the L node's MC, the H node senses the channel busy.
Case 5. In this case, l is a state in the backoff stage and l 0 ¼ l. When an H node is transmitting while the L node is in the backoff stage, the L node should freeze the backoff procedure and thus D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ 1 where h corresponds to an H node's transmit stage. When both the H node and the L node are in their backoff stage, the L node will stay in the same backoff state if at least one of ðn H À 1Þ H nodes is in transmission or if the L node's BC does not become zero after decrement when all ðn H À 1Þ H nodes are in their backoff stage. As a result, Case 5 is the opposite of Case 4, and thus we can obtain D l;l 0 of Case 5 by subtracting Eq. (20) from 1. Hence, we have D l;l 0 ðhÞ ¼ [32] . The evolution of the RJMC is given as
In the other transitions not considered in the five transition cases, all the elements of D l;l 0 have zero since such transitions are impossible.
The marginal distribution p l t is defined as p l t ¼ ½p t ðl; 1Þ; . . . ; p t ðl; jS H jÞ:
Finally, the probability that an H node is transmitting per slot, denoted by t H , can be obtained as
where m 0 T is a column vector consisting of 0's and 1's that filters out H node's non-transmitting states.
By using p t , t L can be derived as
where k k 1 is the 1-norm.
Collision and Busy Probabilities of an H Node in a State of L Node's MC
In the analysis introduced so far, we have not derived p H;l b in Eqs. (20) and (21) can be derived as
where p H;l c is the probability that an H node experiences collision in state l of the L node's MC.
Then, to derive p H;l b and p H;l c , we adopt the method introduced in [25] which has derived busy and collision probabilities for the Wi-Fi nodes exposed to each other while modeling a Wi-Fi node via MC. The method proposed a new concept of 'network Markov chain' that reflects the interaction among n Wi-Fi nodes, whose state distribution is defined as p act ¼ ½p act ð0Þ; p act ð1Þ; . . . ; p act ðnÞ;
where p act ðiÞ is the probability that i Wi-Fi nodes are in transmission. In [25] , p act is obtained by using individual state distributions of the n Wi-Fi nodes. Since the network Markov chain includes all possible interactions among Wi-Fi nodes, p act is exploited to derive the busy and collision probabilities of a Wi-Fi node. Similar to [25] , our JMC also models an H node's behavior using MC and assumes that H nodes are exposed to each other, given state l of the L node's MC. Therefore, we can apply the network Markov chain to capture the interaction among n H H nodes, given state l. In our JMC, the state distribution of an H node's MC given state l can be obtained using p l t in Eq. (25) . As in [25] , by utilizing p l t , we can derive the state distribution p H of the network Markov chain among n H H nodes given state l, where p l H is defined as
and p l H ðiÞ is the probability that i H nodes are in transmission given state l. Finally, p H;l b and p H;l c can be derived following the procedure in [25] .
In addition, we can derive the probability p L;l b that the L node senses the channel busy while in state l as p L;l b ¼ 1 À p l H ð0Þ. Therefore, by the law of total probability, p L b can be obtained as Fig. 5 describes a cycle consisting of an MCOT period and an OW period, where the MCOT period has a duration of M and the OW period has a random duration D L , both in slots. On average, there exist x packets within an MCOT period and y þ w packets within an OW period, and there exist z packets that stretch from an MCOT period to the following OW period. Note that z < 1 since there can be at most one overlapping packet per MCOT and not every MCOT will experience such a packet, and we denote the portion of z in the MCOT period side by z 1 and that in the OW period side by z 2 , where z 1 þ z 2 ¼ 1. p H c denotes the probability that a packet of an H node is in collision, and p H;O c is the probability that an H node's packet is in collision when it starts and completes its transmission in an OW period. Accordingly, both collision probabilities are measured per packet. Using w, x, y, and z, we can express p H c and p H;O c as
Collision Probability of an H Node
Eq. (34) can be rewritten as
In Eq. (35), the three terms on the right hand side represent the conditional probabilities that an H node is in transmission 1) during an MCOT period, 2) during an OW period for an overlapping transmission, and 3) during an OW period for a nonoverlapping transmission, which are derived as
where m 0 V is a column vector consisting of 0's and 1's that filters out the H node's non-overlapping states.
Doubling Probability of the L Node
Doubling of the L node's CW is triggered when the RSF is in collision, where the collision implies that at least one slot of the subframe is in collision due to concurrently transmitting H nodes. Since H nodes always decrements its BC at every slot when no H node is in transmission, the doubling probability p d becomes the probability that at least one H node has its BC smaller than the length of a subframe (in slots) at the start of the RSF, such as p d ¼ C sf ðrÞ; whenRSF ¼ r;
(39)
where BCðhÞ is the BC value corresponding to state h of an H node's MC, p l t is the marginal distribution as previously defined in Section 4.3.3, and SF slot is the length of a subframe in slots. Note that C sf ðrÞ will be called the subframe collision probability for subframe r.
Throughput and Access Delay Analysis
In this section, the throughput and the access delay of the L node and H nodes are derived by using the equations obtained in Section 4.3.
L Node
Node L's normalized throughput S L is defined as the time proportion of successful transmissions, which is given as
where E½D L is the L node's average channel access delay in slots, a is the ratio of successful subframes, and n sf is the number of subframes in an MCOT. E½D L is the expected time between two consecutive MCOTs, which is derived from Eq. (41) such as
H Node
Node H's normalized throughput S H is defined as the time proportion of successful transmissions, which is given as
where E½D H is an H node's average channel access delay in slots. E½D H is the expected time between two consecutive Wi-Fi transmissions, which is derived from Eq. (43) such as [30] . To evaluate the impact of the chosen CW L max , K, and RSF by the L node, we consider the following four scenarios: S1: CW L max ¼ 64, K ¼ 8, and RSF ¼ 1, which are the default values for the L node. S2: CW L max ¼ 1024, while others are set to default. S3: RSF ¼ 4, while others are set to default. S4: K 2 f1; 2; 4; 8g, while others are set to default. Note that m L ¼ 2 when CW L max ¼ 64, and m L ¼ 6 when CW L max ¼ 1024. In addition, CW L min is set to 16. To show the accuracy of the proposed model and analysis, S1 measures each of t L , t H , p H c , p d , S L , E½D L , S H , E½D H via our simulator, and compares them with analytical results. To examine the impact of varying parameters of the L node, S L , E½D L , S H , E½D H obtained from S2, S3, and S4 are compared with S1's analytic results.
Our analysis in the previous sections revealed that every metric is a function of p t , where p t is again a function of p L b , p d , p H;l b , and p H;l c . Therefore, we first measure p L b , p d , p H;l b , and p H;l c by the simulator, and then determine p t analytically by using Eq. (23). Next, using thus-obtained p t , we analytically determine each of the other metrics (including p L b and p d as well) according to its corresponding equation derived earlier.
The aforementioned approach is taken since it helps us focus on evaluating the accuracy of the derived equations. As an alternative way, all metrics can also be determined via an iterative numerical evaluation as follows. Since p t is a function of p L b , p d , p H;l b , and p H;l c and each of p L b , p d , p H;l b , and p H;l c is a function of p t , we can notice that p t is a function of itself. Therefore, the numerical analysis can be formed with the following iterative steps:
Initialization step: p t is obtained by using any seed values of p L b , p d , p H;l b , and p H;l c .
Step 1: p L b , p d , p H;l b , and p H;l c are calculated by using p t obtained in the previous step.
Step 2: p t is calculated by using p L b , p d , p H;l b , and p H;l c obtained in the previous step. Go to Step 3 if p t reaches convergence, e.g., the gap between new p t and previously-calculated p t becomes less than a given threshold. Otherwise, go back to Step 1.
Step 3: Calculate all other metrics using p t . In Fig. 7 , as n H increases, both t L and t H are degraded due to the increased nodes sharing the channel. As T WiFi increases, however, t L keeps decreasing while t H keeps increasing. That is, larger Wi-Fi packets tend to favor Wi-Fi's channel access while penalizing LAA-LTE, mainly due to the asymmetry between them. Nevertheless, at any T WiFi , the L node almost always excels an H node in terms of the transmit probability. Such impaired fairness results not only from the asymmetry but also from the difference of their CW max such as CW L max ¼ 64 for LAA-LTE and CW max ¼ 1024 for Wi-Fi. In Fig. 8 , it is observed that as n H increases, p d keeps increasing while p H c keeps decreasing, where the former is natural since more H nodes incur a higher chance of collision to the L node. The latter, however, might seem counter-intuitive, which arises due to the following reasons. In Fig. 8b , p H c in n H ¼ 1 is caused only by the collisions during an MCOT period, which suggests that the collision-burst phenomenon occurs very frequently. Then, increasing n H causes heavier contention among H nodes which makes each H node tend to defer its transmission. As a result, an H node will attempt transmission less likely within the MCOT period, thus suppressing the collision-burst phenomenon and leading to the decrement of p H c .
Performance with Default Parameter Set
As T WiFi increases, p H c keeps decreasing while p d keeps increasing. Longer per-packet airtime of H nodes reduces the number of transmissions by H nodes in an MCOT period, thus leading to reduced p H c . The decrement of p H c in turn results in more frequent transmissions by an H node, causing p d worsened. In fact, more frequent transmissions by H nodes implies more frequent inter-H-node collisions, but the collision between H nodes has a less impact on p H c compared to the collision in the MCOT period. On the other hand, both p d and p H c are quite large in most cases, implying that the asymmetry significantly reduces the efficiency of unlicensed spectrum utilization. Fig. 9 presents that as n H increases, S L keeps degraded while S H stays almost the same, i.e., multiple H nodes are penalizing LAA-LTE while preserving their throughput. Such tendency of S H can be explained in the following way. Although S H in stand-alone Wi-Fi networks tends to decrease with growing n H due to more severe contention among Wi-Fi nodes, S H in LAA-WLAN coexistence is more susceptible to the collision-burst during MCOT periods. Hence, the gain in S H is achieved by less collision with LAA (as shown by enhanced p H c with increasing n H in Fig. 8b ) which compensates the loss in S H due to the increased contention (as shown by degraded t H in Fig. 7b ).
In addition, as T WiFi grows, S L keeps degraded while S H is consistently enhanced, meaning that longer Wi-Fi packets suppress LAA-LTE's throughput. S H can be enhanced thanks to the increasing t H and decreasing p H c as shown in Figs. 7b and 8b. Nevertheless, S H is almost always smaller than S L unless n H is very large. In addition, S L is degraded fast with increasing n H . Hence, the asymmetry seems to damage the throughput of both technologies.
In Fig. 10 , as n H and T WiFi increase, both E½D L and E½D H keep increasing, as expected. Interestingly, E½D L is comparable to E½D H in most cases despite the difference between CW L max ¼ 64 and CW max ¼ 1024. This is because the L node suffers from very frequent collisions by H nodes in the reference subframe, incurred by the asymmetry. In summary, the asymmetry can lead to serious inefficiency in utilizing the unlicensed spectrum. Although LAA-LTE is designed to promote peaceful coexistence with Wi-Fi via its lowered energy detection threshold, asymmetric hidden Wi-Fi terminals cannot see LAA-LTE leading to severely degraded S L and S H due to excessive collisions between the two technologies. Especially, S L significantly deteriorates with growing n H . Therefore, a network operator of LAA-LTE should carefully determine where to deploy an LAA-LTE network, considering how many asymmetric hidden terminals exist in the surrounding environment. Fig. 9b , the reason of which will be discussed in what follows.
In Figs. 11a and 11b Therefore, to achieve fairness in throughput, it seems desirable to add CW L max ¼ 1024 to channel access priority class 3 in the future 3GPP releases.
Note that in Fig. 11b , S H in n H ¼ 2 always excels S H in n H ¼ 1, and S H in n H ¼ 5 surpasses S H in n H ¼ 1 until T WiFi reaches 104. This phenomenon can be explained according to the same reason that caused the enhancement of p H c in Section 5.1. In Fig. 8b , decreasing p H c due to the increment of n H can enhance the throughput of Wi-Fi. Therefore, in asymmetric coexistence, the achieved Wi-Fi throughput is sensitive to the number of Wi-Fi nodes and maximized at certain non-trivial n H (i.e., not 1).
In Figs. 12a and 12b , increasing CW L max from 64 to 1024 slightly improves (i.e., reduces) E½D H while severely degrading E½D L . Hence, contrary to the case of throughput, CW L max ¼ 64 can be a better solution for fair coexistence in terms of channel access delay.
In summary, there exists a tradeoff between throughput and delay in achieving fair coexistence with varying CW L max . That is, CW L max ¼ 1024 is preferred from the perspective of throughput while CW L max ¼ 64 is desirable for delay. Therefore, for fair coexistence, it is recommended that future LAA standards should adjust its CW max values and/or enable channel access priority class 4.
Performance with Varying RSF
This section investigates the impact of setting RSF by comparing the analytic results from RSF ¼ 1 and RSF ¼ 4. For this, Figs. 13 and 14 present S L , S H , E½D L , and E½D H with various combinations of n H and T WiFi . Both figures present similar behaviors to Figs. 9 and 10 with varying T WiFi and n H , except that S H with RSF = 4 is more dispersed than that with RSF = 1 as T WiFi increases, the reason of which will be explained in the following paragraphs.
In Figs. 13a and 13b , RSF ¼ 4 is favorable for H nodes in the sense that S H is improved while S L is slightly decreased. The difference between RSF ¼ 1 and RSF ¼ 4 can be described as follows. Within subframe 1, a Wi-Fi node can transmit its packets only after the subframe starts, since an MCOT cannot begin in the middle of Wi-Fi's packet transmission. Subframes other than 1, however, could overlap with a Wi-Fi packet that has started in the previous subframe. Therefore, subframe 4 experiences more collisions with Wi-Fi packets, and hence the doubling policy of RSF ¼ 4 makes LAA-LTE defer channel access more. Thus-created idle times can be exploited by Wi-Fi to enhance S H while LAA-LTE undergoes degraded throughput. As a result, RSF ¼ 4 can be a better solution to guarantee the throughput of Wi-Fi.
Figs. 14a and 14b present that changing RSF from 1 to 4 makes E½D L slightly increased while E½D H maintained almost the same. The degradation of E½D L , however, is too subtle, suggesting that the change of RSF has a negligible effect on the channel access delay of both technologies.
In summary, RSF ¼ 1 seems not the best choice in asymmetric coexistence, and RSF ¼ 4 would a bit enhance the throughput fairness. However, it should be noted that adjusting RSF alone cannot dramatically restore the fairness since LAA-LTE almost always excels Wi-Fi in terms of throughput regardless of the chosen RSF .
Performance with Varying K
This section discusses the impact of varying K on the throughput and channel access delay of LAA-LTE and Wi-Fi. Figs. 15 and 16 present analytic results including S L , S H , E½D L , and E½D H with varying K, n H , and T WiFi . In terms of varying T WiFi and n H , respectively, the throughput and the channel access delay present a similar tendency to Figs. 9 and 10.
In Figs. 15a and 15b , larger K is favorable for Wi-Fi since S H is enhanced as K increases. Larger K implies that LAA-LTE resides at the maximum backoff stage for more time and thus becomes more reluctant to access the channel, and then Wi-Fi can transmit more packets to achieve enhanced throughput. From the viewpoint of S L , however, the influence of K is insignificant. As a result, we can conclude that larger K is a better solution to protect the throughput of Wi-Fi while almost preserving the throughput of LAA-LTE.
In Figs. 16a and 16b , E½D L becomes degraded (i.e., increased) by changing K from 1 to 8 while the enhancement of E½D H is somewhat subtle. As mentioned before, with larger K, LAA-LTE tends to hesitate to access the channel, implying longer channel access delay.
According to the aforementioned results, larger K penalizes LAA-LTE in terms of channel access delay but improves the throughput of Wi-Fi without impairing S L . Unfortunately, however, adopting larger K alone cannot fully restore fair coexistence since LAA-LTE almost always overwhelms Wi-Fi in terms of the throughput and channel access delay regardless of the chosen K.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we captured the asymmetric hidden terminal problem in an LAA network by modeling the network with a joint MC, and derived its stationary probabilities along with the key performance metrics. Via extensive numerical evaluations, we have shown the accuracy of the proposed model and the impact of the asymmetric hidden terminal with various combinations of n H , CW L max , RSF , K, and T WiFi . In the future, we would like to extend the model to a more general setup, where multiple exposed and hidden Wi-Fi STAs coexist with the LAA-LTE eNB. 
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